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This paper contains, primarily, the extension to any integral, binary

quadratic form of the results of a recent article f concerning positive, binary,

quadratic forms. With suitable conventions almost all the results carry over

without change, though some of the proofs need slight alterations. Inciden-

tally, there are treated automorphs of binary quadratic forms, and (rather

fully) properties of sets of representations (representations equivalent

through automorphic transformations) in a binary quadratic form.

1. DirichletJ has already in all"essentials extended the notion of number

of representations to indefinite forms. We shall utilize the following equiva-

lent definition.

Two representations (x,y) and (x', y') of m in the form/= [a, b, c ],§ that is,

two integral solutions of

(1) ax2 + bxy + cy2 = m,

will be called equivalent if they are transformable one into the other by

integral automorphs of /. The class of all representations equivalent to a

given one will be called a set of representations. The number of sets of repre-

sentations of m in/will be denoted by f(m). (In MZ,/(m) denoted the num-

ber of representations of m inf.)

This definition becomes more interesting when we observe that, if

d( = b2—4ac)>0, the number of sets of representations of m in [a, b, c] is

equal to the actual number of solutions of (1) together with certain inequali-

ties (cf. Theorem 9). The writer developed the theory of these inequalities

before noticing that Dirichlet (§87, loc. cit.) obtains one such system. How-

ever, we shall obtain a substantial improvement on Dirichlet's inequalities

and give a more complete discussion of the infinitely many alternative sys-

tems. The treatment in §3 is fairly comprehensive.

* Presented to the Society, October 29, 1932; received by the editors September 26,1932.-

t Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 36 (1933); this article will be referred to here as MZ.

î Cf. §§86 and 87 of Vorlesungen über Zahlentheorie, 4th edition, 1894.

§ We use Kronecker forms, for simplicity, throughout. Hence [a, b, c] stands for ax^+bxy+cf.

For the automorphs see §2.
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It will then be observed that, once the least positive solution h, Ui of

(2) t2 - du2 = 4

is known, the labor of representing a number by trial in ax2+bxy+cy2 is,

when d >0, on a par with the work when d <0. For example, for either of the

equations

x2 + 2y2 = n,  x2 — 2y2 = n,

where n is a given positive integer, we need to try only the values y2 such that

0gy2^w/2 to obtain a representation in every set. (For x2 — 2y2 = n the

inequalities of Dirichlet require us to examine 0 5¡ y2 <4w.)

To obtain this improvement it is necessary to introduce a convention

whereby solutions on the boundaries of the inequalities count as \ instead

of 1 (cf. Theorem 9). For example, if ¿ = 8, and/= [1, 0, —2], then f(n) is

equal to the number g(n) of integral solutions (x, y) of

(3) n = x2 - 2y2, 0 g y g (n/2)ll2(n > 0), (- w/2)1'2 g y á (- w)1/2(ra< 0),

except when ±n = k2 or 2k2 (k integral) in which cases/(m) =g(n) — l. The

condition of inequality may be replaced by | x \ 2:2y ^ 0, or | y | ^ x ^ 0.

If d = b2—lac is negative or is a positive square, the number w of integral

automorphs of/is 2, except that w is 4 if d= —4 and w is 6 if d— —3. Then

the number of representations of n in / is wf(n).

Unless otherwise specified each (binary) form in the sequel is a primitive,

integral, binary, quadratic form of discriminant d, where d is a non-zero

integer=0 or 1 (mod 4). For simplicity we do not make the usual convention

that the forms are positive if d <0.

For any d there are a finite number h of (primitive) classes of forms, say

Co, Ci, • • ■ , Ch-i- Representative forms from these classes are denoted,

respectively, by f0, /i, • • • , fh-i- We shall always take Co to be the principal

class, which represents +1. The system of representative forms will be

designated by S( = Sd). The sum of the numbers of sets of representations of

n in the h forms will be denoted by S(n), so that

(4) S(n) = /„(») + fi(n) + ■■■+ fn-i(n).

The system of classes d constitutes under composition a finite abelian

group with Co as identity element. We shall assume their behavior in this

respect as known, and shall interpret C%C¡, etc., as the product classes under

composition. Further if /is a form belonging to a class F,/_1 will denote the

opposite form (belonging to the reciprocal class F~l) ; and if g belongs to G,

then/rg" will denote any form of the class F'G'.
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An ambiguous class C is characterized by the equation C2 = C0; or by

C = C~i; or by containing a form [a, b, c] in which a \b.

We can now state our principal results.

The function S(n) is a factorable function; for any relative-prime integers

«i and »2,

(5) 5(«i«2) = 5(«i)5(»s).

An integer n is semiprime to d, by definition, if n is divisible by no prime

p such that

(6) p>2 and p2\d, or p = 2 and ¿=0 or 4 (mod 16).

For any » semiprime to ¿, we shall prove

(7) S(n)=  2>l"),
c |n

where y ranges over the positive divisors of H, and (d | p) is the Kronecker sym-

bol.

For example in (3), the number g(n) of integral solutions (x, y) is given by

g(n) =£(21 v) unless ± n is a square or the double of a square, and then g(n)

= l+£(2k).
The system {/o(«), • • • , fh-i(n)} is reducible in the following sense: for

every prime p not satisfying (6) and every integer a>0 there exists a matrix

of h2 numbers ypn(p, a) (i, j = 0, • • • , h — 1) such that, for every integer m

prime to p,

h-l

(8) Mptn) =   JjPu(p, a)fj(m).
i-o

More precisely the following formulas hold.

Let / be a form of discriminant d and F its class.

If p | d but does not satisfy (6), p is represented by an ambiguous class C

of discriminant d. If g belongs to C"F,

(9) f(pan) = g(n) for every integer «.

If (d\ p) = — 1 (Kronecker symbol),

(10) f(pm) = 0,   j(p2n) = /(»),

for every m prime to p and every integer n.

If (¿| p) = 1 there is a form g of discriminant d representing p. For every

integer n,

(ii) /(*») + f(»/p) = /*(») + /r'(») •
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Solving this relation as in MZ §6 we obtain

(12) f(p°m) =   ¿/g"-2«(w),
a-0

which holds for every integer a ^ 0 and m prime to p.

Finally let p satisfy (6). Again f(pm) =0 if p does not divide m. Now there

exists a form g, of discriminant d' = d/p2, which may be characterized as

representing every number represented by/. For this form,

(13) f(p2n) = ag(n) (every n),

where cr is partially defined by

{<r = 1 if d' < — 4 or d' is a square,

v - 2 if d' = - 4,

„• = 3 if ¿' = - 3.*

If ¿' is positive but not square, employ the notation tk, uk for the successive

solutions of

(15) t2 - d'u2 = 4,

h, «i being the least positive solution (as in §3.4 with d' in place of d). Then

cr is the (least) positive index such that

(16) w„ = 0,     uk ^ 0   (0 < k < cr) (mod p).

To understand these formulas properly we should observe that

(17) If p is a prime, p and — p are each represented in one of the classes of

5 unless (6) holds or (d | p) = — 1 ;

(18) Either is represented in at most one class and the reciprocal class.

A class and its reciprocal, being improperly equivalent, represent the same

numbers. If d<0 the classes of 5 will occur in pairs, each class being accom-

panied by its negative.

The generality of our results as holding even for d square (but ^ 0) may

be emphasized.

All the results of MZ, with the slight changes obvious from the preceding

statements, hold for any integral binary quadratic form with discriminant

¿t^O. If ¿<0 the form —/0 of exponent 2 may be adjoined to the basis of

MZ §1, if desired.

It is interesting to obtain a formula for the fa,- of (8). We can choose

* The reader will note that if f(n) meant the actual number of representations instead of the

number of sets we should have/(/>%) = g(n) in all the cases in (14).
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Tpik = ,pij if/; and/* belong to reciprocal classes. Then 4/n = hfi(P"a), where q

is any prime represented in/,- (and/*). We may choose q so that q^p and

(d | q) = 1. Hence

(19) Pu(p, a) = * {/<Mr) + fif«(Pa)}  (where /,/* = /0).

Suppose (¿| p) = 1, g(/>) >0. Then 2-pa(p, a) is the number of the elements of

the sequence g", ga~2, - - ■ , g~a belonging to the class of /,/,- or its reciprocal,

plus the number in the class of /¡/t or its reciprocal.

2.1. Automorphs. We prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let a, b, c be integers of g.c.d. unity, setd = b2—\ac and suppose

d^O. Then all integral automorphs (of determinant +1) of [a, b, c] are given by

x - %(t — bu)xo - cuyo,

y = auxo + %(t + bu)yo,

as (t, u) ranges over all integral solutions of

(21) t2 - du2 = 4.

Let / denote the identity matrix. If T is a non-singular matrix, T~lIT = I.

Hence we have the following lemma:

Lemma 1. // a form has only the two automorphs with matrices +1, the same

is true of all equivalent forms.

First let d be a positive square. Set d = A2, A>0. Then (21) has only the

trivial solutions (±2, 0) (for which (20) has matrices ±1). The theorem will

therefore follow if it holds for a form equivalent to /= [a, b, c]. Now/ is

equivalent to one and only one of the <f>(A) forms

(22) [k, A, 0], 0 g k < A, k prime to A,

and it is easy to show that these have only the two trivial automorphs.*

* For a primitive form (\x+ny) (vx+py) is equivalent to a form xfrx+ry), where, by the dis-

criminant, t= ±A. Replacing y by y+nx we can alter a by multiples of A. Evidently [k, A, 0]~'

[k, —A, 0], where ~' means "is improperly equivalent to". Hence the fact that (22) constitutes a

complete representative system of forms will follow once we prove that [k, A, 0]~'[/, A, 0] when

kl= 1 (mod A), and that [k, A, 0]~[Z, A, 0] only when k=l (mod A). To prove both these facts and

to obtain all transformations carrying [k, A, 0] into [/, A, 0], compare coefficients in the identity

(ax+ßy) [k(ax+ßy) +A(yx+ by) ] = z(i*-t-Ay),

where k and / are given prime to A, 0 ¿ k <A, 0 £ / < A. Then either ß = 0 or kß+AS = 0. The former case

leads to a 6 = 1, k±iiy=l, whence k = l and 7 = 0 and the transformation matrix is +/. The latter

case leads to

a5-ßy=-ß(ak+Ay)/A=-l,  /3=±A,  a= ±1,   »=+k,   y= + (kl-l)/A.

This footnote and formula (22) will be useful to the reader who may wish to verify that proper-

ties which he knows to hold for d not square continue to hold when d is a square ^0.
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Second we shall indicate a uniform proof, valid at least when d is not a

square, by a modification of Dickson's Introduction to the Theory of Numbers,

§§60 and 69: By taking R2 = d, R>0 if d>0, -iR>0 if ¿<0, we can define
first and second roots in §60 for any form with da^O. Then Theorems 72

and 73 hold unchanged together with their proofs, at least if d is not square.

Also §69 holds for any non-square d.

2.2. Proper sets of representations. If (x, y) and (x0, yo) are related by

(20) we say that (x, y) and (x0, yo) are equivalent representations in /. As

already defined, all (x, y) equivalent to a given one comprise a set.

Theorem 2. The g.c.d. of x and y is the same for all (x, y) of a set.

This is evident on solving (20) for x0 and y0. We may now speak of proper

sets, that is, sets in which the g.c.d. is 1.

2.3. Proper sets and the congruence z2=d (mod 4m). Let 2 denote the

aggregate of solutions z of

(23) z2 = d (mod 4m), 0 = z < 2 \ m | ,

such that

(24) z, m, and (z2 — d)/(4m) have g.c.d. 1.

We shall set up a (1, 1) correspondence between the elements z of S and the

various proper sets of representations of m by the h forms in S.

For any z write z2 — d = Ami. Then <j> = [m, z, I ] is a primitive form of

discriminant d, and hence is equivalent to just one of the forms of S, say to

f=[a,b,c]. For brevity we shall write

/ x   £ \ / i(t- bu)       - cu     \(25) T = ( ),   A = (   n ).

\ y   V / \       au        \(l + bu) /

If T is the matrix of one transformation of determinant +1 carrying / into

<j>, then the totality of such matrices is given by A T as t, u range through all

integral solutions of (21). But then x and y are relative-prime and m — ax2

+bxy+cy2, that is, (x, y) is a proper representation of m inf. And the class

of first columns of the matrices AT is a set of representations of m inf.

Conversely, let (x, y) be a proper representation of m inf. We can choose

integers n and £ so that

(26) xr, - yi » 1,

and then the general form of such integers is t;+tx, n+ty, where t is an integer.

On applying the transformation with matrix T to / we derive <j> = [m, n, I ]

where m = ax2+bxy+cy2 and

(27) n = 2ax% + b(xr, + y£) + 2cyi\,
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while I is determined by the discriminant. If we replace £ and 77 in F by

l-+tx and i\+ty, m is unchanged but n is replaced by n+2tm. If we replace

(x, y) by an equivalent representation, so that T is replaced by A T or a

parallel matrix,* we again derive c6 or a parallel form. Thus the (1, 1) cor-

respondence is established.

Theorem 3. Let a, b, c have g.c.d. 1, let d = b2—Aac^O, and let m be an

integer ^0. Letf'(m) denote the number of proper sets of representations of m in

f=[a, b, c]. Then f'(m) is equal to the number of roots z of (23) such that

[m, z, (z2—d)/(Am) ] is equivalent to f.

2.4. On S'(n) and S(n). Evidently/(w) =E/'(w/?2)> where q2 ranges over

the square divisors of m. The number of proper sets of representations of m

in 5 is

(28) S'(m) = /„' (m) + • • • +fi-i(m),

and is equal to the number of solutions z of (23) and (24). Also,

(29) S(m) = Yß'iWq2).

Proceeding as in MZ but now allowing n to be negative as well as positive,

we see that S'(n) and S(n) are factorable (MZ, §2).f Further we have

(30) S'(l) = S'(- 1) = 5(1) = S(- 1) = 1,

(31) S'(n) = S'(- n),    S(n) = S(- n)    (every »).

For any prime p^2we have, using the Kronecker symbol (d\ p),

(32) S'(pa) = 1 + (d I p) Up does not divide d,

S(po) = a+l ii(d\p) = l,

= è{l + (-D»} iî(d\p)=-l,

= 1 if p I d but (6) does not hold.

If p does not satisfy (6) we have therefore

(34) S(p°) = l + (d\p) + --- + (d\p°).

Hence, if n is semiprime to d,

(35) S(n) =   }Z(d\v)

summed for the positive divisors v of n. In calculating S(n) it is generally

simpler to factor n into primary components, n = ± Upa, and to employ (33).

* Two matrices like T are called parallel if their first columns are identical and their second

columns differ by an integral multiple of their first columns.

t S(n) and S'(n) are used here instead of r(n) and r'(n) in MZ. The value of S(p°) for all cases

may be read from the table of values of r(pa) in §3 of MZ.
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2.5. Representation of p or —p. Let m=±p where p is a prime. The

number of roots of (23) and (24) is 0 if (¿| p) = -1 or if (6) holds, 1 if p\ d but

(6) does not hold, and 2 if (d\ p) = 1. In the second case the root of (23) is

z = 0 if d is even and p is odd, or if d=S (mod 16) and p = 2; the root is

z = p if d is odd, or if d = 12 (mod 16) and p = 2 ; whence the form

i±P, *,-••]

associated is ambiguous. In the third case the two roots are of the forms z,

2p—z, where 0 <z<p, and the classes which represent p are represented by

the two forms

[±P,z, ■■■ ], [±p,2p-z,--- ],

and are improperly equivalent. These facts prove (17), (18), and the following

theorem.

Theorem 4. Let m=±p,p prime. Let f denote a primitive form represent-

ing m, and let F be the class off. Then

.   .    f(m) =2 if p does not divide d and F is ambiguous;

' =lifp\dorifp does not divide d and F is not ambiguous.

In case p\d, F is necessarily ambiguous.

2.6. Representation of ±pip2, (d\ p{) = 1. As in MZ §4 we may prove the

following result.

Theorem 5. Let pi and p2 be distinct primes such that (d\ pi) = (d\p2) = 1.

Let ei and e2 be signs + or —. Let g{ represent e,/>< (¿ = 1,2). Let G< be the class of

gi (i = l, 2). Let f denote any form of the product class GiG2. Then f represents

m = €ie2pip2, and

(37) f(m) =4, 2 or 1 according as GiG2 coincides with all, just one, or none of

the classes GiG2l, GrlG2, G^Gr1.*

3. Some properties of sets of representations. By definition, (x, y) and

(xq, y0) are equivalent representations in a form [a, b, c], or belong to the

same set of representations in [a, b, c] if solutions of (2) exist satisfying (1).

If there is no ambiguity as to the form involved we may write (x, y)~(xo, yo)-

3.1. Transformation of sets. We prove the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Letf= [a, b, c] and g= [a', b', c'] be primitive integral forms

of discriminants d and de2 respectively, ¿e^O. If

(38) x = ax' + ßy', y = yx' + by', a, ß, y, 5 integers,

* I.e., according as all, just one of, or none of &, G2, and G1G2 are ambiguous.
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where ab—ßy = e, is a transformation of f into g, and if (x', y') and (xó, yó)

are equivalent representations in g, then

(39) (x, y) = (ax' + ßy', yx' + by'), (xa, y0) = (axé + ßyö, yx¿ + by¿)

are equivalent representations inf.

For we have

a' = aa2 + bay + cy2,    b' = 2aaß + b(ab + ßy) + 2cyb,
(40)

c' = aß2 + bßb + cb2.

By assumption, integers /', u' exist satisfying

(41) t'2 - dêu'2 = 4

and such that

x' = \(t' - b'u')xo' - c'u'yl,

y' = a'u'xo' + \(t' + Vu')yl.

Using (39) and (40) it is easy to verify that (20) holds with

(43) t =t',u = w'e.

3.2. Opposite and ambiguous sets. It is plain from (20) that either of the

relations

(44) a | by, c\bx

holds for all or none of the elements (x, y) of a set. We call such a relation an

invariant of the set. Another example was the g.c.d. of §2.2.

If a | by then with each integral solution (x, y) of

(45) ax2 + bxy + cy2 = n

is associated a solution (x1', y) where x' = —by/a — x. It is easy to verify that

if (x, y) and (x0, yo) are related by (20), then

(46) x' = \(t + bu)x¿ + cuyo, y = — auxó + \(t — bu) y o,

where x¿ = —byo/a—xo. Henee (x', y) and (x¿, yo) are in the same set of

solutions in [a, b, c]. The set thus associated with a given one in which a\ by

will be called the x-opposite set. A set in which a | by, and which coincides with

its x-opposite set, will be called x-ambiguous. We shall see later that a set is

s-ambiguous if and only if it contains an element (x, y) in which dy2 has one

of the values

(47) 0, - 4a«, (h - 2)an, - (h + 2)an.
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Similarly, if c \ bx in a set, there is associated a y-opposite set of representa-

tions (x, y') in [a, b, ¿], y' = —bx/c — y. A y-ambiguous set is one which coin-

cides with its' y-opposite set. Later we shall prove that a set is y-ambiguous

if and only if it contains an element (x, y) in which dx2 has the value

(48) 0, - 4c«, (ii - 2)cn,    or - (h + 2)cn.

Excluding from consideration the trivial set which consists of the single

element (0,0) we have the following theorem.

Theorem 7. Let a, b, c be relative-prime integers, ac^O, and let both a\ by

and c | bx hold for the elements of a set. Then the two opposite sets coincide if and

only if ac\b.

For in order that they should coincide it is necessary and sufficient that

for each (or some) element (x, y) of the set there shall exist integers t, u

satisfying (21) and

— by/a — x = \(t — bu)x — cu(— bx/c — y),

y = aux + \(t + bu)(— bx/c — y).

Multiply (49i) by %(t+bu), (492) by cu, and add, obtaining the first of the

following equations, the second being a rearrangement of (492) :

ax {1 + \(t + bu)} = y {acu — %b(t + bu)},

cy{l + W + bu)} = x{acu - \b(t + bu)}.

Now if ac\ b, the integers t = (b2 — 2ac)/(ac), u= —b/(ac) satisfy (21) and

(49). Hence it remains only to show that (50) implies that ac \ b.

If, in (50), t+bu= —2, we have

y(acu + b) = 0 = x(acu + b),

whence u= —b/(ac) is an integer. Suppose t+bu^ —2. Then (50) implies

(51) ax2 = cy2.

If now ac does not divide b, (51) will have to be satisfied by every element

(x, y) of the set, which is impossible unless the number of elements in the set

is 2 (or the set contains both (x, y) and (x, —y), whence b = 0). Finally let

the set consist of two elements (x, y) and (—x, — y). If the two opposite sets

coincide, either —x — by/a = x and y= —y — bx/c, or —x — by/a=—x and

y = y+bx/c; the first case is impossible and the second implies b = 0.

If a | by in a set, it is z-ambiguous if and only if for each (or for some) (x, y)

of the set there exists a solution (/, u) of (21) such that

2ax + by = \t(— 2ax — by) + \duy,

y = \u(— 2ax — by) + \ty.
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These may be combined into the single equation (cf. (21))

2ax + by     t — 2,
(53)

1/        du  \

\T+~2)'

where w = 0, < = 2 is equivalent to 2 ax+by = 0, and « = 0, í = — 2 is interpreted

as y = 0.

Similarly a set is y-ambiguous if and only if c \ bx and for each (or some)

(x, y) of the set there exists a solution (/, u) of (21) and

2cy + bx     t - 2
(54) -¿—

t - 2 /       - du\

- u\~ t + 2/'

Here (/, w) = ( + 2, 0) corresponds to 2cy+bx = 0 or x = 0.

3.3. A congruencial property of sets mod p. Let a, b, c be relative prime

integers, d = b2—4ac^0. Let p be any prime not dividing ad and such that

(d\p) = l (Kronecker symbol). Then there are just two distinct roots mi,

nn of

(55) am2 + bm + c = 0 (mod p), 0 = m < p.

For any integer n, each integral solution (x, y) of

(56) ax2 + bxy + cy2 = pn

satisfies one and only one of the three conditions

x m tmy, y ^ 0; x = m2y, y f= 0;

x = y = 0 (mod p).

It is easy to verify that each of the conditions (57i), (572), (573) is an invariant

property of any set of solutions (x, y) of (56).

As regards (573) this fact is evident from Theorem 2. Assume in (20) that

x0=miy0 (mod p). We readily deduce x = m{y (mod p).

3.4. Concerning the equation t2 — du2 = 4. For the remainder of §3 we

shall assume that d is positive but not square. Accordingly d = 5.

All solutions (/, u) of (21) in integers are (tk, uk) and (—h, —uk), where

i0 = 2 and Mo = 0, (h, «i) is the "least positive" solution of (21), while the re-

maining solutions are linked together by the equations

2tt+i = litt + duiUk,
(58)

2m*+¡ = uitk + trUk,

valid for all integers k and /.
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Hence it is readily proved that

t-k = tk, U-k = — uk,

2 < h < t2 < ■ ■ ■ , 0 < «i < u2 < ■ ■ ■ ,

*>*±*!ii>*ïi,*->*i.     (¿ = 0,1,2,...).
«*       «* + «Jfc+1      Uk+l    uk

Here and later t0/u0 is interpreted as + oo.

It will be useful to note the relations

th + ti       th+j + ti-j     th — ti       th+j — ti-j

(60) - = - —,
M» + Ui        «„+,- + Ui-j     Uh — Ui        Uh+j — Ui-i

which hold for all integers h, i,j such that the denominators are different from

zero. To prove these formulas, cross-multiply and use (582) and (59i). The

second result is related to the first since

th + t¡    th — ti

(61)
Uh + Ui   Uh —  Ui

Since /0 = 2 and «0=0, we have, with obvious conventions for the cases

where the denominators vanish,

hk + 2      Ik t2k+i + 2       tk+i + tk

Uik Uk Uik+i Uk+i + Uk

(62)
hk — 2     duk      tik+i — 2      d(uk+i + Uk)

Uik tk U2k+i tk+i + tk

3.5. Distribution of the solutions in à set relative to tk, «*. Let (xo, yo)

denote any given solution in a set of solutions of (45). Rearranging (20)

slightly we see that the aggregate of solutions (x, y) of the set are given by

(xk, y*) and (-a;*, -y*) (¿ = 0, ±lx +2, • • • ), where

2axk + byk = %(2ax0 + by0)h + hdy0uk,
(63)

yk = i(2axo + byo)uk + \yotk.

A pair of equations equivalent to (63) is

2cyk + bxk = K2cyo + bx0)t-k + \dxoU-k,
(64)

Xk = \(/2cyo + bxo)u-k + \xot-k.

It is convenient to write

(65) Xk = 2axk + byk, Yk = 2cyk + bxk.
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Hence we have

2y_i = y0¿i - XoUi,   2X-X = Xoh — dy0«i,
(66)

2a;_i = xoti + F0«i,    2F_i = Yati + dxBUi.

Substituting for tk and uk from tk+i = \titk+\duiuk and uk+i = \uitk+\tiuk, and

employing (66) we obtain the following four systems each equivalent to (63)

or (64) :

(67) «iXt = — y_ii* + yo<*+i, «iy* = — y-i«* + yo«t+i;

(68) UiXk = — X_iuk + Xouk+i, duxyk = — X-ih + Xotk+i,

(69) UiYk = x-ih - xoh+i, uixk = — x~iUk + x0uk+i;

(70) UiYk = — Y-iUk + F0m*+i, duixk = F_ifc — Yotk+i.

Since Xk2 — dyk2 = 4:an, we have |Xk\ >R\yk\ if an>0, andi?|yA;| > \Xk\

if an<0, where R = d112. Since also tk>Ruk it is evident from (63) that Xk has

the same sign as X0 if an>0, and that yk has the same sign as y0 if an<0.

Similarly from (64), Yk has the same sign as Y0 if en > 0, and xk has the same

sign as x0 if cn<0.

From (67)-(70) with k = 0 or — 1 we have, on performing certain subtrac-

tions,

dui(yB - y_i) = (h - 2)(Z_i + X0),

Ui(Xo - X_x) = (h - 2)(y_x + yo),

- Mi(F0 - F_,) = (h - 2)(*_i + xo),

- dui(x0 - x-i) = (h- 2)(F_i + Fo).

But (xo, yo) may be any element of the set. Hence, incorporating the preced-

ing result, we have the following:

if an>0, every Xk and yk—yk-i has the same sign;

/„.s if an<0, every yk and Xk — Xk-i has the same sign;

if cn>0, every Yk and xk-i—xk has the same sign;

if en <0, every xk and F*_i — Yk has the same sign.*

Hence we can choose an element (x0, yo) of the set such that (for every

integer k)

(72) X^Oandy-^0 gy0if an>0; yk>0 andX_i<0 g,X0iîan<0;

or such that

(73) Yk<0 and x-i<0 ^Xoii cn>0; xk<0 und Y-i<0 ^F0ifc«<0.

* It is easy to deduce from (71), if a>0,6S0, c<0, that

if n>0, every Xk, xk, yk—yt-i, Yh-i — Yk has the same sign as xo\

if n<0, every Ft, yk, xt-i — xic, Xk — Xk-i has the same sign as yo.
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For this choice of (x0, y0) in case (72) we write

(74) X = - yo/y-i if a« > 0,  X = - X0/X-i if an < 0;

and in case (73) we write

(75) X = - zoA_i if en > 0,   X = - 70/T_i if c« < 0.

ThusX^O.

In these respective four cases, we have by (59i) and (67)-(70) the following

results :

Xk tk + \tk+i X-i-ic tk+i + \tk

(76)
y*        uk+ \uk+i —y-i-k uk+i + \Uk

Xk d(uk + \uk+i) — Z_i_t d(uk+i + \uk)

yk          h + \tk+i           y~i-k tk+i + \tk

Yk tk + "Klk+i — Y-i-k      tk+i + "Sdk

(77)
Xk Uk + \Uk+i —  X-i-k        Uk+i + \uk

Yk        d(uk + \Uk+i)      — Y-i-k      d(uk+i + \uh)

— xk tk + X/i+i — x_i_i tk+i +\tk

(*-0, 1,2,3, •••)•

It is evident from (53), (54), and (62) that an x- or y-ambiguous set is

characterized by having X =0 or 1 in (76) or (77) respectively. Write e = 1 or

— 1 according as an>0 or an<0. Then as (x, y) runs through one half the

elements of an x-ambiguous set (the other half consisting of the values

(—*, — y)) the ratio (2ax+by)/y assumes precisely once each of the values

t2h+\ + 2e
(78) -±- (h = 0, ± 1, ± 2, • • • ),

U2h+\

X having a fixed value 0 or 1 for the set. (Corresponding to X = A = 0 this rela-

tion is to be interpreted as 2ax+by = 0 if e= — 1 and as y = 0 if e = l.) For

a y-ambiguous set we interchange a and c, x and y in the preceding. In view

of (2ax+by)2—dy2*=Aan we have (47), and similarly (48).

It follows that for an z-ambiguous set one oiAan, —Aand, (ti+2)an, or

— (h — 2)an is a square; and similarly for a y-ambiguous set with a replaced

by c.

A glance at (76) (where now 0 <X < 1 or X > 1) demonstrates the following

theorem.*

A unification of two types of interval is obtained by means of (62).
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Theorem 8. Let the discriminant d of the primitive integral form [a, b, c]

be positive but not square. If a set of solutions of (45) is not x-ambiguous, it

contains precisely one pair (x, y) and ( — x, —y) satisfying

(79)

(80)

y 9e 0 and
2ax + by

0 <
2ax + by

<

h + 2 -,
>- if an >0,

«1

if an < 0.
Mi

More generally, let k denote any integer ^0. In any set which is not x-ambiguous

occurs just one (x, y) and (—x, —y) satisfying

(81)

(82)

h+ 2

Uk

h-2

Uk

>

<

2ax + by tk+i +2
- if an > 0,

lax + by\
<

Uh+l

tk+i — 2

«A+l

if an < 0.

We may designate as Theorem 8' the analogous result for non-y-ambigu-

ous sets, obtained by interchanging x and y, a and c throughout Theorem 8.

Every solution is contained within one of these intervals.

By (21) and (45) the preceding systems of inequalities may be replaced by

the following, k denoting any integer ^ 0 :

an(tk — 2) < dy2 < an(tk+i — 2) if an > 0,

- an(tk + 2) < dy2 < - an(tk+i + 2) if an < 0,
(83)

if the set is not a-ambiguous. In every such set there is precisely one (x, y)

and(—x, —y) within each of the intervals (83) for k = 0,1, 2, • ■ • jforanon-

y-ambiguous set the corresponding intervals are

(83')
cn(tk - 2) < dx2 < cn(tk+i - 2) if en > 0,

- cn(th + 2) < dx2 < - cn(tk+i +2) if en < 0.

It may be noted that, if ¿) = 0, then y satisfies (83) if and only if x satisfies

(83') for the same k.

Theorem 9. Let the discriminant d of the primitive integral form [a, b, c]

be positive but not square. Let (h, Ui) be the least positive solution of l2 — du2 = A.

Then the number of sets of solutions of ax2+bxy+cy2 = n is equal to the number

of solutions (x, y) of this equation satisfying

(84) 2 | aw | - 2a« g dy2 ^ h \ an \ - 2cm, y^0,

with the convention that solutions with y at an end point of this interval are

counted as §.
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In place of (84) we may use

(84') 2 | en | - 2c» =? dx2 g h | en | - 2c«, x â: 0;

or indeed any of the infinitely many intervals (79)-(83'), with ^ in place of <,

and with the same convention for end points.

4.1. Reduction formulas for primes p not dividing ¿.If (d\ p) = — 1, (56)

requires x=y=0 (mod p), so that (10) is obvious.

Hence let (d\p) = l and employ the notations and hypotheses of ^3.3.

Then (56) requires

(85) x = miy + pX,

X integral (i = l or 2). The equation (85) defines a (1, 1) correspondence

between the integral solutions (x, y) of (56) satisfying x^m¡y (mod p) and

the integral solutions (X, y) of

(86) » = apX2 + (2ami + b)Xy + p~\am? + bm¡ + c)y2.

Here g(= [ap, 2ami+b, • • ■ ] is a primitive integral form of discriminant d.

The solutions (X, y) of (86) in which p \ y correspond to solutions (X, Y) of

(87) n/p = aX2 + (2am¡ + b)XY + (am? + tmti + c)Y2,

under the transformation y = pY. The form in (87) is equivalent to/=

[a, b, c]. Hence to conclude for every integer n that

f(pn) = f(n/p) + {gl(n) - f(n/p)\ + {g2(n) - f(n/p)\,

that is,

(88) f(pn) + f(n/p) = gi(n) + g2(n),

we have to prove that if (x, y) and (x0, y0) are equivalent solutions of (56),

then (X, y) and (X0, y0), where

(89) x = miy + pX,   x0 = m,yo + pX0,

are equivalent solutions of (86), and conversely. The converse holds by

Theorem 6. Assume that (20) holds. Then by (89),

X = P~l(x — miy) = \[t — (2amt + b)u]X0 — p~l(am? + bm¡ + c)uy0,

y = apuXo + hyo[t + (2am{+ b)u], as required.

The remaining developments of §6, MZ, may now be carried through, if

we use Theorems 4 and 5.

4.2. Reduction formulas for primes dividing d. First, let P>2, d = b2

— lac, p\d, where a, b, c are relative-prime integers. Then p does not divide

a or c, say p does not divide a. We can choose integers A and Q such that

(90) 2Aa+Qp=l.
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Then the equation

(91) ax2 + bxy + cy2 = pn,

being equivalent to (2ax+by)2 —dy2 = Aapn, implies

(92) x = - Aby + pX,    X integral.

Second, let p = 2,41 d. Then a or c is odd, say a. Then (91) implies x^cy (mod

2), so that in place of (92) we have

(93) x = 2X if c is even, x = 2X- + y if c is odd.

Thus (92) or (93) sets up a (1, 1) correspondence between the integral

solutions (x, y) of (91) and the integral solutions (X, y) of

(94) apX2 + b'Xy + c'y2 = n,

where, in the respective cases (92), (93i), and (932),

b' = bQp,      c' = (aA2b2 - Ab2 + c)/p (p > 2);

(95) b' = b, c' = \c (p = 2, c even);

b' = 2a + b, c' = \(a + b + c)                      (p = 2, c odd).

It is plain that c' is an integer in all cases, and that the form

(96) g = [ap, b', c']

is of discriminant d. Hence, in case (950, P\c' if and only if p2\ d, so that g is

primitive if and only if p2 does not divide d. In either of cases (952) or (953),

the divisor of gis seen tobe 1 if d = 8 or 12, but 2 if ¿=.0or 4 (mod 16).

In the respective three cases, write

t ^    X = (x + Aby)/p,   Xo = (*o + Aby0)/p;   X = \x,  X0 = W,
(97)

X = (x- y)/2,       Xo = (xo - y„)/2.

We find, by (90) and the values of b' and c', that the relations (20) are equiva-

lent to

X - l(t - b'u)X0 - c'uyo,
(98) "

y = apuXo + \(t + b'u)yo.

Thus, if g is primitive, that is, if (6) does not hold, the (1,1) correspondence

between representations set up by (92) or (93) carries over to sets of represen-

tations. Hence, if/= [a, b, c],

(99) f(pn)=g(n).
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4.3. Finally let (6) hold. Now (92) or (93) still sets up a (1, 1) correspon-

dence between the solutions (x, y) of (91) and the solutions (X, y) of

(100) aX2 + (b'/p)Xy + (c'/p)y2 = n/p.

But now, while (x, y)~(xo, yo) implies (X, y)<~(X0, yo), the converse is no

longer true. The former fact is evident from (98) on replacing ap by a, b'

by b'/p, u by pu, c' by c'/p, and on noticing that t2 — (d/p2)(pu)2 = 4.

In the cases where T = ± 2, ¿7 = 0 are the only solutions of

(101) T2 - (d/p2)U2 = 4,

we evidently have conversely that

(102) (X, y) ~ (Xo, y0) implies (x, y) ~ (x0, yo),

the first equivalence relating to (100), the second to (91). If d= —3p2 or

—4-p2, the values of a in (14) are evident from the relative numbers of solu-

tions of (20) and (101) (which are the numbers of solutions in a set).

There remains only the case where d is positive but not square. Then

(X, y)~(X0, yo) may be written as

2aX + (b'/p)y = \T(2aXo + (b'/p)y0) + \(d/p2)V yo,

y = \V(2aXo + (b'/p)y0) + \Tyo,

where (T, U) denotes some solution of (101).

Our remaining problem may now be stated precisely. We are given a pair

of integers x0, y o such that Xo, as defined in (97), is an integer. Let K denote

the aggregate of all (integer) pairs x, y defined by (103), and (97), as T, U

range over all the solutions of (101). Each such pair x, y is a solution of (91).

Evidently K is the sum of a certain number of sets of such solutions. The

problem is to determine that number.

Let then x', y' be another pair, defined by

2aX' + (b'/p)y' = iT'(2aXo + (b'/p)yo) + h(d/p2)V'yo,
(104)

y' = \V'(2aXo + (b'/p)y0) + \T'yo,
and by

(105) X' = (x' + Aby')/p, X' = W, X' = (x' - y')/2,

respectively; T', U' being another solution of (101). Changing (x, y) to

(—x, —y) or (x', y') to (—x', —y') if necessary, we may suppose (T, U)

= (Tk, Uk) and (V, U') = (T,, <7;), where Tk, Uk play the same role for (101)

as tk, uk for t2 — du2 = 4.

Let o- denote the least positive index such that Uc =0 (mod p). Hence

Un = Unc/p &ndtn = Tw (n = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • )•
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On solving for 2aXo+(b'/p)y0 and y0 from (104) and substituting in (103),

and using relations for Tk, Uk analogous to (58) and (59i), we obtain

2aX + (b'/p)y = \Tk-t(2aX' + (b'/p)y') + \(d/p2) Uk-ty',
(106)

y = Wk-i(2aX' + (b'/p)y') + \Tk-iy'.

Now, in all three cases p[2aX+(b'/p)y] = 2ax+by. Hence (106) may be

written

/ 2ax + by = §ZV,(2a*' + by') + \d(Vk^/p)y',
(107)

y = \(Vk-i/p)(2ax' + by') + \Tk-iy'.

Now since (2ax' + by')2 — dy'2^0, these equations cannot hold with Tk-\

and Uk-i/p replaced by any other numbers. Hence we see that (x, y) and

(x', y') defined by (103) and (104) with (T, U) = (Tk, Uk) and (T', U')

= (Th Ui) are equivalent if and only if k = l (mod a). This proves (13) with

eras in (16).
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